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SEEING IS BELIEVING: SIMULATING RESOURCE-EXTRACTION
PROBLEMS WITH GAMS IDE AND MICROSOFT EXCEL IN AN
INTERMEDIATE-LEVEL NATURAL-RESOURCE
ECONOMICS COURSE
Arthur J. Caplan

ABSTRACT

In this paper we provide several GAMS- and Excel-based resource-extraction models that

can be used in an intermediate-level natural-resource economics course to numerically solve a
host of exhaustible- and replenishable-resource problems, and thereby help verify the intuition
and symbolic solutions provided in the textbook. The specific textbook from which the
examples are drawn is Tietenberg (2003).
JEL Codes: A22, C63, Q22, Q23, Q32

SEEING IS BELIEVING: SIMULATING RESOURCE-EXTRACTION
PROBLEMS WITH GAMS IDE AND MICROSOFT EXCEL IN AN
INTERMEDIATE-LEVEL NATURAL-RESOURCE
ECONOMICS COURSE

1. Introduction

Undergraduate students often feel intimidated by the "leap" made from introductory- to
intermediate-level economics courses. 1 A main factor contributing to their sense of intimidation
is the reliance on quantitative techniques in intermediate courses (e.g., algebra and some
calculus) to solve key economic problems previously presented (in graphical format) in the
introductory courses. In some cases, the dimension of an economic problem can broaden to such
a degree in the intermediate courses that the quantitative leap imposed upon the student
ultimately becomes a leap of faith. This paper addresses a particular type of 'credibility leap'
that students are required to make in an intermediate-level natural-resource economics course
due to constraints imposed by the dimensionality of the textbook itself.
The constraints emerge in the context of multi- (or T-) period exhaustible- and
replenishable-resource extraction problems, inducing the textbook author to require of his
readers a leap of faith in accepting the computer-generated numerical solutions provided
throughout the text. To help narrow the resulting gaps between the extraction problems'
dimensions and solutions, we provide simple Excel- and GAMS-based examples that at the very
least help ameliorate these constraints by allowing the student to verify the numerical solutions

lThis is obviously a refutable hypothesis based on my own experiences with teaching students
microeconomics at both the introductory and intermediate levels.
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provided in the textbook. 2 As a result, the student is able to make the leap with greater insight,
rather than on faith alone.
The examples are based on the various extraction problems contained in Tietenberg
(2003), a leading textbook for intermediate-level natural-resource and environmental-economics
courses. Our motivation for developing these examples is perhaps best captured by the
following statement contained in the text,
Practically speaking, solving these equations to find the optimal solution is not a
trivial matter, but neither is it very difficult .... As an exercise, those interested
in computer programming might construct a program to reproduce these results
(page 147).
This statement follows a presentation of the results for a basic T -period exhaustibleresource extraction problem. The results include (a) the efficient extraction path of a finite
resource (until the resource is driven to exhaustion), (b) the associated time path of per-unit
prices, and (c) the marginal user cost, which reflects the scarcity-value of an additional unit of
the exhausted resource. These results later serve as a point of comparison for the various
extensions to the basic decision problem presented throughout the remainder of the chaptere.g., the availability of a renewable substitute resource and the case of increasing marginal
extraction cost (MEC). Although the student is provided with a basis for comparing the
numerical outcomes of the various extraction problems presented in the textbook, he is precluded
from understanding how the basis itself is derived. Worse yet, the student is not provided with
the means to experiment himself with self- or instructor-devised alternative extensions to the
basic model. In essence, his leap of faith has compounded into a leap of creativity.

2Excel version 10.4524.4219 (SP-2), 2002 and GAMS IDE version 2.0.13.0, 2001. Each of the specific
GAMS- and Excel-based examples discussed below in Sections 2 - 4 are available at
www.econ.usu.edu/acaplan/Courses.html. Onceatthispage. click on the available simulation links beneath the
"Economics 5560" sub-heading.
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In the next section, we present the basic T -period exhaustible-resource extraction
problem (e.g., the mining of ores, oil, or minerals) and discuss the two main extensions provided
in the textbook-the availability of a renewable substitute resource and increasing MEC. We
also provide coding for the GAMS programs that can be used by students to better comprehend
the computer-generated numerical solutions to the various extraction problems provided in the
text.

3

Students can then easily effect changes to the set-ups of the various problems.
We use GAMS to solve these problems, rather than Excel, for two main reasons. First,

GAMS enables the student to solve these problems either with a "maximize" command applied
to an objective function and its corresponding constraints (including the set of fIrst-order
conditions for the problem) or with a "solve" command applied directly to the set of fIrst-order
conditions themselves. The Solver Add-In in Excel permits only the former approach, without
requiring that the fIrst-order conditions be specifIed for the problem. Second, for students who
plan to continue their studies of natural-resource economics at the graduate level, familiarity with
programming simulations in a software program such as GAMS is likely to be a useful skill for
conducting original research later in their academic careers.
Section 3 presents aT-period replenishable-resource problem-the case of fIshery
harvesting-and provides solutions for the standard static-effIcient, maximum-sustainable-yield,
and open-access scenarios.

4

Similar to the exhaustible-resource problems discussed in Section 2,

we use GAMS to generate the respective numerical solutions to these problems. Section 4
presents the forest-harvesting problem and demonstrates how Excel can be used to derive the

3Tietenberg also discusses (but does not formally present) two other extensions to the basic T -period
model-inclusion of recycling/disposal costs and price controls. The GAMS programming codes for these
extensions are available from the author upon request.
4 Tietenberg discusses (but again does not formally present) the dynamic-efficient fisheries problem. This is
because the problem is computationally more advanced and thus more appropriate for an advanced-level course.
Both the GAMS and Excel programming codes for this problem are available from the author upon request.
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efficient solutions for a host of related scenarios. In particular, we focus our attention on
sequential harvesting, as Tietenberg is solely able to provide the student with the intuition for
this problem in the text (rather than both the intuition and the computer-generated numerical
results, as he does for the previously mentioned exhaustible-resource extraction problems).
Section 5 discusses the methods used to incorporate these GAMS- and Excel-based examples
into course pedagogy, as well as outcomes from both the students' and the instructor's
perspectives. Section 6 concludes.

2. Exhaustible-Resource Extraction Problems
As shown in Tietenberg, the basic (dynamically efficient) T -period exhaustible-resource
extraction problem can be written as,
(TB - TC J'
L
{ } (1 +t r) t-J t subject to TB t = f Pt (st)ds, TCt = cqt, andQ = L qt

Max

T

ql

T

qt

t=l

SI=O

t=l

(1)

where qt is the amount of the resource extracted in period t,plqJ is society's (stationary) inverse
demand function, TB t is the associated social benefit (i.e., area beneath society's inverse demand
curve) based on qt, Tet is the social cost of extraction, c is the constant MEC, r is the discount
rate, Q is the aggregate amount of the finite resource, and T is the length of the planning horizon.
Initially, the model's parameter set {c, r, Q} is ascribed pre-determined numerical values,

plqJ is given a simple linear functional form, and Tis set equal to 2. Students are then re-taught
ql

the integral-calculus procedure necessary to solve

f Pt (St) ds , which in tum enables the

SI=O

instructor to introduce the Lagrangian-multiplier method as a solution technique for the simple
two-period dynamic extraction problem posed in expression (1). Lastly, first-order conditions
are derived and, along with the given inverse demand functionplqJ, they are simultaneously
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solved for the efficient extraction path ( q ~, t = 1,2), the corresponding price path (Ph t = 1,2),
and the corresponding marginal user cost A(which is the problem's Lagrangian multiplier).
Tietenberg provides a considerable amount of intuition for this basic two-period model
and then moves the student through a series of extensions, beginning with an increase in T from
2 to what is effectively an open-ended number of years (henceforth the "T-period model"). It is
here that the student is asked to make her first leap of faith. A numerical solution for this
model-provided in Table 1 below-is presented to the student and certain features of the
solution are discussed, in particular the fact that the amount extracted is "smoothly" decreasing
over time until the resource is completely exhausted in period T = 9.
[INSERT TABLE 1 HERE]
Of course the natural question on the tips of the students' tongues at this point in the
lesson is something like, "Is there anyway to verify this solution?" To help answer this question
the students work through the simple GAMS model provided in Exhibit 1 below, noting that first
we must input the decision problem and tell GAMS how we want the problem solved. Then we
obtain the numerical results. Although the optimization procedure (i.e., the specific numerical
algorithm) used to obtain the solution is still a black box, the process of inputting the decision
problem into GAMS and subsequently being able to verify the numerical solution provided in the
textbook narrows the gap over which the students are required to leap. In the process, the
student learns how easy it is to program in GAMS this simple extension to the two-period model
as well as how easy it is to effect changes in parameter values for c, r, and Q and track the
corresponding changes in the results.
[INSERT EXHIDIT 1 HERE]
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Lines 1-3 in the GAMS Input section of Exhibit 1 set a 50-year time horizon for the
problem. Lines 4-7 define the pre-determined parameters of the model (i.e., the vertical intercept
and slope of the linear inverse demand curve, c, and r). Lines 8-12 define the variables in the
model, including the aggregate net benefit associated with the efficient extraction path. Lines
13-21 define the behavioral and definitional equations of the model, including the objective
function. For example, line 18 is the objective function in expression (1), line 19 represents the
set of first-order conditions for the problem, line 20 is the inverse demand function, and line 21
is the finite resource constraint contained in expression (1). Lines 21 and 22 then instruct GAMS
to solve the model by maximizing net benefits (as defined in line 18) subj ect to what are
effectively the model's constraints in lines 19-21.
Note that the GAMS output for qt and "A are identical to that provided in the textbook.
Also included are the associated prices (Pt), which, due to the downward-sloping inverse demand
function, exhibit a negative relationship with qt on a period-by-period basis. Lastly, the
aggregate net benefit associated with this efficient extraction path is provided.
The next extension encountered by the students, to what is now the basic T -period model,
is the case of increasing MEC. Tietenberg chooses a simple functional form based on the
aggregate of past extraction levels to represent the way in which the MEC increases over time, in
particular,
for t

=

1

for t > 1

(2)

where now the student is instructed to recognize that equation (2) is substituted into (1) for
parameter c, and that the MEC is now time-dependent and increasing over time for any qt > 0,

t> 1. The student also naturally recognizes how complicated the extraction problem has become
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relative to the initial two-period model, irrespective of the fact that a computer-generated
numerical solution to this problem is again provided in the text.
Because the programming in GAMS of increasing MEC as depicted by (2) is quite
complicated for intermediate-level students (and lengthy in terms of the input lines required by
GAMS), I propose instead a simpler functional form to capture the effect of time on the MEC. 5
Specifically,
Ct =

2 + 0.005t for t > 0

(2')

i.e., MEC increases at a constant rate over time, rather than as a function of the aggregate of past
extraction levels as in (2). The GAMS model for increasing MEC as depicted by (2') is provided
in Exhibit 2.
[INSERT EXHIBIT 2 HERE]
Comparing Exhibits 1 and 2, note how parameter c is redefined (compare lines 6 and 4-5
in Exhibits 1 and 2, respectively). Lines 4 and 5 in Exhibit 2 cause MEC to increase at a
constant rate of 0.005 per period. Also, note how the efficient extraction path has changed
relative to Exhibit 1. With increasing MEC as defined by (2') it is now efficient to extract more
of the resource in the earlier periods, which induces complete exhaustion of the resource to occur
in an earlier period (period 9 as opposed to period 10) as well as a more abrupt transition path
toward complete exhaustion. Concomitant with these results is a lower aggregate net benefit.
It is interesting to note that the incentive provided by (2') to extract more of the resource

in the earlier periods is counter to the general implication of increasing MEC (according to
equation (2)) as discussed in Tietenberg. In other words, because the only form of increasing
MEC discussed in Tietenberg is represented by (2), students are led to believe that as a general
5The GAMS program for incorporating (2) into the basic T -period extraction model is available from the
author upon request. Incorporating (2) into the basic model using Excel's Solver Add-In is simpler. This program is
also available from the author upon request.
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rule increasing MEC provides incentive to extract less of the resource in earlier periods, not
more. Our simple example presented in Exhibit 2 therefore serves as a caveat for the students.
Our final extension to the basic T -period model is the inclusion of a renewable resource
that can be perfectly substituted for the exhaustible resource. To simplify the presentation of this
model, we retain the assumption of constant MEC. 6 This extension provokes a few changes to
the definitions of TBI and Tel in expression (1) and also adds a new set of first-order conditions
to account for the renewable substitute's optimal time path. In specific,
(q~ + qn

TB t

=

f

Pt (

s~ + s~) d ( SX + ss) and TC t

=

cq~ + dq~ , where

q; now represents the amount of

(s~ +s~ )=0

q: represents the amount of the renewable substitute used
The parameter d is the constant marginal cost associated with using additional q: .

the exhaustible-resource extracted and
in period t.
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Similar to the numerical results provided for the basic T -period extraction problem in
Table 1, Tietenberg also provides the students with the numerical results for this renewablesubstitute extension (not shown here), and the intuition for why the results differ. In particular,
with a renewable substitute the efficient extraction path for the exhaustible resource is typified
by more of the exhaustible resource being extracted sooner, leading to complete exhaustion of
the exhaustible resource sooner than in the case without the renewable substitute. Exhibit 3
provides a GAMS model for a numerical example that verifies these results.
[INSERT EXHIBIT 3 HERE]
The main differences between the GAMS input in Exhibits 1 and 3 are the inclusion of
the renewable substitute's marginal cost d (line 7 in Exhibit 3) and the first-order condition
6GAMS models for the renewable substitute with various forms of increasing MEC are available from the
author upon request.
X

7Note that qt and q: share the same price (PI) because of the perfect-substitutability assumption.
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associated with the renewable substitute (line 23 in Exhibit 3). The GAMS output in Exhibit 3 is
identical to that provided in the textbook-more of the exhaustible resource is used sooner,
leading to a more abrupt (and early) transition to complete exhaustion of the resource.
Additional information included in the GAMS output that is not provided in the textbook is the
associated aggregate net benefit, which at $181.47 is larger than that obtained without the
renewable substitute in Exhibit 1.

3. Replenishable-Resource Extraction ProblemsThe Case of Fishery Harvesting
As pointed out by Tietenberg, the standard static-efficient, open-access, and maximumsustainable-yield (MSY) solutions to the fishery-harvesting problem are based on the following
three behavioral equations,
(3)

h=qeS

(4)

h=g

(5)

where g is the biomass growth of the fish species during a given time period, r is the species'
"intrinsic" growth rate (as a percentage of the stock, S), k is the carrying capacity of the habitat, h
is the amount of biomass harvested, q is a "catchability coefficient", and e is the harvester's
effort level.
Equation (3) is the standard logistic growth function used to account for the growth in a
given species' biomass during a given time period. Equation (4) captures the physical
relationship between how inherently difficult the species is to catch (q), effort level, and the
existing stock, on the one hand, and the amount of biomass eventually harvested on the other.
Equation (5) accounts for the balance that harvesters strike between their effort levels and the
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need to maintain a constant stock of the species over time. Concomitant with the model's overall
stationarity in these parameters, equation (5) restricts the universe of potential harvesting
strategies to those that are sustainable (i.e., that maintain a given stock of the species over time).
To solve for the static-efficient solution, the students are first instructed to combine
equations (3)-(5) to obtain a reduced-form expression for h,
q 2 ke 2
h=qek---.
r

(6)

assuming a constant marginal cost of effort, a, allows us to define the total cost of effort as ae.
Thus, the per-period net benefit of fishing effort may be written as,
pqek-

pq 2 ke 2
r

-ae

(7)

where p is the per-unit price of the species' biomass. The symbolic solution to this problem (i.e.,
the expression for optimal effort level) is provided in the textbook. To obtain the open-access
solution the students are instructed to simply set net benefits in (7) equal to zero and solve for the
corresponding effort level. Similarly, to obtain the MSY solution, the students are instructed to
solve (6) for the corresponding optimal effort level.
Because the assumption of sustained harvesting is maintained (i.e., equation (5)) for the
static-efficient and MSY solutions-thus implying constant harvesting effort and yields over
time-and the open-access solution is similarly as straightforward, Tietenberg relegates a
numerical example of these various solutions to an end-of-chapter homework problem. In this
case, GAMS can be used to verify numerically the symbolic solutions provided in the text.
Exhibits 4-6 provide the respective GAMS coding for the static-efficiency, open-access,
and MSY solutions for a simple numerical example. Beginning with Exhibit 4, note that similar
to the pervious exhibits, lines 1-3 set a 50-year time horizon for the problem, lines 4-8 define the
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per-detennined parameters of the problem, lines 9-13 define the variables, and lines 14-22 define
the equations. In particular, line 19 represents equation (7) and line 21 represents equation (4).
Line 20 is the first-order condition from the maximization of (7) and line 22 is the result of
combining equations (3)-(5). Note from the GAMS output the resulting constancy of optimal
fishing effort, harvest yield, and stock.
[INSERT EXHIBIT 4 HERE]
To illuminate the differences between the static-efficient and open-access solutions we
compare Exhibits 4 and 5. To begin, note that the only change made to the GAMS input is in
line 20, where now for open-access the first-order condition effectively becomes the solution for
effort level as a result of setting (7) equal to zero. Comparing the output across both scenarios
the student sees that, as expected, the effort level is higher and the corresponding stock and
harvest yield are both lower under open-access relative to the static-efficient solution. With
these results, the student now has a concrete example with which to compare the symbolic
solutions provided in the textbook.
[INSERT EXHIBIT 5 HERE]
Lastly, to illuminate the differences between the static-efficient and MSY solutions we
compare Exhibits 4 and 6. Similar to the previous comparison of Exhibits 4 and 5, the only
change made to the GAMS input in Exhibit 6 is in line 20, where now for MSY the first-order
condition reflects the effort level that maximizes (6). With respect to the GAMS output, the
student sees that both effort level and harvest yield increase (and consequently the stock level
decreases) under the MSY solution. These counter-intuitive results, although "hidden" in the
math of the symbolic solutions provided in the textbook, are therefore illuminated and verified
by this GAMS example.
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[INSERT EXHIBIT 6 HERE]
In sum, the GAMS models presented in Exhibits 4-6 serve to verify and illuminate the

textbook discussion of these replenishable-resource extraction problems. Because the textbook
discussion of these particular problems are premised solely upon symbolic solutions, the GAMS
models provide that much more insight for the students as they make the leap.

4. Replenishable-Resource Extraction ProblemsThe Case of Forest Harvesting
Unlike the numerical and symbolic computational approaches used to solve for the two
classes of extraction problems depicted in Sections 2 and 3 above, Tietenberg relies primarily on
a spreadsheet approach to determine the optimal single-harvest (i.e., harvest without replanting)
solution to the forestry management problem. This approach is depicted in Table 2, where the
fixed costs associated with planting the forest are assumed to be $1,000 and the marginal
harvesting costs (MHC's) are assumed to be $0.30 per cubic foot.
[INSERT TABLE 2 HERE]
Based on Table 2, it is an easy step for the student to identify the optimal number of years
to wait before conducting a single harvest. For instance, under the 2% discount rate scenario, the
optimal single harvest occurs at 68 years with a corresponding discounted net benefit of $1,190.
An interesting departure from the constant MHC scenario depicted in Table 2 (but not pursued in

the textbook) now naturally presents itself. Asking them to recall our experiences with having
introduced an increasing MEC structure in the exhaustible-resource extraction problems of
Section 2, the students are provided with the increasing MHC example depicted in Table 3
(assuming a 2% discount rate).
[INSERT TABLE 3 HERE]
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In this example, the MHC increases according to,8

MHC = 0.3 + (0.0001

* VoIUmet-lO)

(6)

where 0.3 is the base MHC from the previous example in Table 2, 0.0001 is the assumed value
of the incremental harvest cost, and VolUmet-lO is the cubic feet of forest biomass lagged 10
years. Comparing Tables 2 (2% discount rate scenario) and 3, we note that for equal forest
volumes each year the optimal time until harvest is dramatically reduced from 68 years under the
constant MHC scenario to 30 years under the increasing MHC scenario.
As Tietenberg points out, the single-harvest problem is unrealistic in that forest managers
as a rule replant following harvest. It is therefore necessary for the student to understand the
sequential-harvesting problem. However, as he has done with the exhaustible-resource
extraction problems for recycling/disposal costs and price controls, and with the dynamicefficient fishery harvesting problem, Tietenberg chooses to present solely the basic intuition for
the sequential-harvesting problem. The basic intuition (for a single plant-replant sequence) is
that by including the option for replanting, the forest manager has an incentive to reduce the
number of years in the initial rotation (of the first planting) in order to recoup earlier the benefits
associated with harvesting the second (replanted) rotation. In the context of our single-harvest
Excel example presented in Table 3, we are able to illuminate this intuition with a simple
numerical example, as depicted in Table 4.
[INSERT TABLE 4 HERE]
In Table 4, we assume a potential four-year sequential-harvest cycle with a fixed planting

cost of$200, a constant MHC of$0.50 per cubic foot, p

=

$1, and r

=

0.05. The period-by-

8This formula is "hidden" in the spreadsheet cells that calculate the undiscounted harvest costs. Further,
the undiscounted harvest costs for each of the years are linked to the Base Marginal Harvest Cost, the Incremental
Harvest Cost, and the Planting Cost. This spreadsheet is available on-line at
http://www.econ.usu.edu/acaplan/EC%205560/Harvest%20examplela.xls.
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period discount factors are also provided, e.g., year 1's factor is (1.05r l

=

0.952381, year 2's is

(1.05r2 = 0.907029, etc., and linked to the various cells throughout the spreadsheet. 9 In the first
scenario of Table 4, a single harvest results in maximum net benefit in the fourth year. The next
scenario depicts a single plant-replant sequence, where the first rotation is harvested at the end of
the fourth year, at which time the second rotation is immediately replanted and then harvested at
the end of another four years. The aggregate net benefit of this sequence is $235.28. The third
scenario again depicts a single plant-replant sequence, but where this time the first rotation is
harvested at the end of the third year, at which time the second rotation is immediately replanted
and later harvested at the end of the fourth year. As shown, this new sequence results in an
increase in net benefit to $235.44, thus numerically verifying the intuition provided in the
textbook regarding the forest harvester's incentive to reduce the number of years in the initial
rotation. 10

5. Incorporating GAMS- and Excel-Based
Extraction Models into Course Pedagogy
Even though the opportunity to incorporate into my course pedagogy the GAMS- and
Excel-based extraction models presented in Sections 2-4 has availed itself only during the last
two years (i.e., for two sections of the course), several insights may nevertheless be gleaned from
the efforts made to use the examples as both in-class teaching and evaluative tools of student
performance. These efforts are similar to those made by Mercado, et al. (1998) with GAMS as
well as by Naevdal (2003), Craft (2003), Mixon and Robson (2001), Fisher (2001), and Cahill, et
al. (2000) with Excel.
9This spreadsheet is available on-line at
http://www.econ.usu.eduiacaplanlEC%205560fHarvest%20example2.xls.
IOScenarios where this incentive does not exist are also available on-line at
http://wv{w.econ.usu.eduiacaplan/EC%205560/Harvest%20example2a.xls and
http://wvlw.econ.usu.eduiacaplan/EC%205560/Harvest%20example2b.xls.
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With respect to using the examples as in-class teaching tools, the GAMS programs have
been presented as overheads and, similar to the discussion presented in Sections 2 and 3 of this
paper, the salient features of the programs have been described. Due to licensing restrictions, we
are precluded from running the GAMS software real-time in the classroom. The Excel-based
forestry-harvest examples are presented real-time to the students. Weare therefore able to make
impromptu modifications to the various Excel spreadsheets and observe how the corresponding
outcomes (i.e., the net benefits associated with alternative forest-harvest scenarios) change.
While the Excel-based examples have been incorporated into specific homework
assignments (e.g., students are required to re-work some of the examples with new parameter
values, etc., and to tum in their computer disks for grading), incorporation of the GAMS models
into specific assignments have not yet been attempted. Although our department currently has
site-licensing capability for GAMS, the disparity of student backgrounds in the course has thus
far precluded an attempt to require proficiency in the programming of GAMS on the part of the
student. The course typically draws from non-majors in the social sciences, economics majors,
and graduate students in civil and environmental engineering. In the future, extra credit for
demonstrating proficiency in GAMS programming may be offered so that motivated student will
at least have the option of developing this proficiency on their own.
Student feedback on the methods used to incorporate the GAMS- and Excel-based
examples presented above has thus far been mixed. While students seem to appreciate the
demonstration of GAMS and Excel in verifying the numerical solutions presented in the
textbook, they generally see these demonstrations as relatively minor contributions to the overall
discussions of the various extraction problems. Up to this point, the demonstrations have played
a larger role in lecture than the typical student would prefer. Therefore, these in-class
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demonstrations will be more streamlined in the future, leaving the student to independently
explore their efficacy in informing the various solution processes provided in the textbook.

6. Conclusions
In this paper we have provided several GAMS- and Excel-based models that can be used

in an intermediate-level natural-resource economics course to numerically solve a host of
exhaustible- and replenishable-resource problems and thereby help verify the intuition and
symbolic solutions provided in the textbook. The specific textbook from which the examples
presented in this paper are drawn is Tietenberg (2003). However, other natural-resource
economics texts at the intermediate level might similarly be supplemented with these numerical
models. The overarching goal of incorporating these models into the course curriculum (as both
in-class teaching and student-evaluative tools) is to enable the student to make a more informed
leap-of-faith between the symbolic and numerical results presented in the textbook, on the one
hand, and the intuition on the other. This is particularly relevant for the higher-dimension
resource-extraction problems encountered by the student at the intermediate level.
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Table 1. Numerical Solution for the Basic T-Period Extraction Problem*
Variable
qI
q2
q3
q4
q5
q6
q7
qs
qt ~9

Value
8.004
7.305
6.535
5.689
4.758
3.733
2.607
1.368
0.000
A
2.798
*PtCqt) = a - bqi, where a = $8 and b = 0.4;
c = $2; Q = 40; and r = 0.10.

Exhibit 1. GAMS Model for Basic T -Period Extraction Problem

GAMSInput
GAMS Output
1 Sets i periods 11 *501;
Quantities extracted per period
2 Parameters t( i) time index;
1 8.004
6 3.733
3 Scalar s; s=O; Loop(i, s=s+ 1; t(i)=s;);
7 2.606
2 7.305
4 Scalar a vertical intercept of demand curve 18/;
3 6.535
8 1.367
4 5.689
9 0.004
5 Scalar b slope of demand curve 10.4/;
6 Scalar c MEC 121;
5 4.757
10-50 0.000
7 Scalar r discount rate 10.11;
Prices of extracted resource per period
1 4.798
6 6.507
8 Variables
2 5.078
7 6.957
9 q(i) quantities extracted per period,
10 p( i) prices of extracted resource per period,
3 5.386
8 7.453
4 5.725
9 7.998
11 lam marginal user cost,
12 nb net present value;
10-50 8.000
5 6.097
13 Equations
Marginal user cost (A) = 2.7983
Net benefIt = 152.151
14 netben defme objective function,
15 focs(i) fIrst-order conditions,
16 invdem(i) inverse demand equations,
17 cons total resource available;
18 netben .. nb =e= sum(i,(a*q(i)-(b*q(i)**2)I2-c*q(i))/((1+r)**(t(i)-1)));
19 focs(i) .. lam =g= (a-b*q(i)-c)/((1 +r)**(t(i)-l));
20 invdem(i) .. p(i) =e= a-b*q(i);
21 cons .. 40 =g= sum(i,q(i));
22 Model extraction la11l;
23 Solve extraction using nIp maximizing nb;
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Exhibit 2. GAMS Model for T-Period Extraction Problem with Increasing MEC

GAMS Input
GAMS Output
1 Sets i periods 11*501;
Quantities extracted per period
2 Parameters t( i) time index;
6 3.720
1 8.035
2 7.326
7 2.586
3 Scalar s; s=O; Loop(i, s=s+ 1; t(i)=s;);
4 Parameters mcx(i) increasing marginal cost of extraction; 3 6.547
8 1.340
5 Scalar u;u=-0.005;Loop(i, u=u+0.005; mcx(i)=2+u;);
4 5.692
9-50 0.000
5 4.753
6 Scalar a vertical intercept of demand curve 18/;
7 Scalar b slope of demand curve 10.4/;
Prices of extracted resource per period
8 Scalar r discount rate 10.1/;
1 4.786
6 6.512
9 Variables
10 q(i) quantities extracted per period,
7 6.966
2 5.070
11 p(i) prices of extracted resource per period,
3 5.382
8 7.464
12 lam marginal user cost,
9-50 8.000
4 5.723
13 nb net present value;
5 6.099
14 Equations
Marginal user cost (A) = 2.786
Net benefit = 151.648
15 netben define objective function,
16 focs( i) first-order conditions,
17 invdem( i) inverse demand equations,
18 cons total resource available;
19 netben .. nb =e= sum(i,(a*q(i)-(b*q(i)**2)12-mcx(i)*q(i» /«I+r)**(t(i)-1»);
20 focs(i) .. lam =g= (a-b*q(i)-mcx(i»/«1 +r)**(t(i)-I»;
21 invdem(i) .. p(i) =e= a-b*q(i);
22 cons .. 40 =g= sum(i,q(i»;
23 Model extraction lall!;
24 Solve extraction using nIp maximizing nb;
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Exhibit 3. GAMS Model for T-Period Extraction Problem with Renewable Substitute

GAMS Input
1 Sets i periods 11 *501;
2 Parameters t(i) time index;
3 Scalar s; s=O; Loop(i, s=s+l; t(i)=s;);
4 Scalar a vertical intercept of demand curve 18/;
5 Scalar b slope of demand curve 10.4/;
6 Scalar c MEC 121;
7 Scalar d marginal cost of renewable substitute 161;
8 Scalar r discount rate 10.1/;
9 Variables
10 qx( i) quantities of exhaus. res. extracted per period,
11 qs(i) quantities ofren. sub. used per period,
12 p( i) prices of extracted resource per period,
13 lam marginal user cost,
14 nb net present value;
15 Equations
16 netben defme objective function,
17 focsx(i) fIrst-order conditions for exhaustible resource,
18 focss( i) fIrst-order conditions for renewable substitute,
19 invdem(i) inverse demand equations,
20 cons total resource available;
21 netben .. nb =e= sum(i,((a*(qx(i)+qs(i))-(b/2)*((qx(i)**2)
+( qs(i)**2)+(2*qx(i)*qs(i))) -c*qx(i)+d*qs(i))))/((1 +r)**(t(i)-1 )));
22 focsx(i) .. lam =g= (a-b*(qx(i)+qs(i))-c)/((1 +r)**(t(i)-I));
23 focss(i) .. d =g= a-b*(qs(i)+qx(i));
24 invdem(i) .. p(i) =e= a-b*(qs(i)+qx(i));
21 cons .. 40 =g= sum(i,q(i));
22 Model extraction laW;
23 Solve extraction using nlp maximizing nb;

GAMS Output
Quantity of qz extracted per period
1 8.791
5 5.909
2 8.170
6 2.908
3 7.487
7-50 0.000
4 6.736
Quantity of qs used per period
1-5 0.000
6 2.092
7-50 5.000
Prices of resources per period
1 4.484
4 5.306
2 4.732
5 5.636
6-50 6.000
3 5.005
Marginal user cost (}..) = 2.484
Net benefIt = 181.473
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Exhibit 4. GAMS Model for the Static-Efficient Solution to Fish Harvesting Problem

GAMSInput
GAMS Output
1 Sets i periods /1 *501;
effort level (e) = 3.360 for periods 1-50
2 Parameters t( i) time index;
harvest yield (h) = 0.487 for periods 1-50
3 Scalaru; u=O; Loop(i, u=u+l; t(i)=u;);
stock (S) = 2.900 for periods 1-50
net benefit = 88.200
4 Scalar k carrying capacity lSI;
5 Scalar r intrinsic growth rate of fish 10.4/;
6 Scalar q "catchability coefficient" 10.05/;
7 Scalar p biomass per-unit price lSI;
8 Scalar a marginal cost of effort 10.21;
9 Variables
10 h(i) harvest quantities per period,
11 e(i) effort level per period,
12 SCi) stock level per period,
13 nb net present value;
14 Equations
15 netben defme objective function,
16 focs(i) first-order conditions for effort,
17 harv(i) harvest equation,
18 stock(i) stock dynamics;
19 netben .. nb =e= sum(i,(p*q*e(i)*k)-((p*(q**2)*k*(e(i)**2))/r)-(a*e(i));
20 focs(i) .. p*q*k-((2*p*k*e(i)*(q**2))/r)-a =e= 0;
21 harv(i) .. h(i) =e= q*e(i)*S(i);
22 stock(i) .. SCi) =e= k*(1-(q*e(i))/r);
23 Model fisheries lalV;
24 Solve fisheries using nIp maximizing nb;
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Exhibit 5. GAMS Model for the Open-Access Solution to Fish Harvesting Problem

GAMSOutput
GAMS Input
effort level (e) = 6.720 for periods 1-50
1 Sets i periods 11*501;
harvest yield (h) = 0.269 for periods 1-50
2 Parameters t(i) time index;
stock (S) = 0.800 for periods 1-50
3 Scalar u; u=O; Loop(i, u=u+ 1; t(i)=u;);
net benefit = 0.000
4 Scalar k carrying capacity lSI;
5 Scalar r intrinsic growth rate of fish 10.4/;
6 Scalar q "catchability coefficient" 10.05/;
7 Scalar p biomass per-unit price lSI;
8 Scalar a marginal cost of effort 10.21;
9 Variables
10 h(i) harvest quantities per period,
11 e(i) effort level per period,
12 SCi) stock level per period,
13 nb net present value;
14 Equations
15 netben defme objective function,
16 focs( i) first-order conditions for effort,
17 harv( i) harvest equation,
18 stock(i) stock dynamics;
19 netben .. nb =e= sum(i,(p*q*e(i)*k)-((p*(q**2)*k*(e(i)**2))Ir)-(a*e(i));
20 focs(i) .. e(i) =e= (r/q)*(1-a/(p*q*k));
21 harv(i) .. h(i) =e= q*e(i)*S(i);
22 stock(i) .. SCi) =e= k*(1-(q*e(i))/r);
23 Model fisheries lall!;
24 Solve fisheries using nIp maximizing nb;
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Exhibit 6. GAMS Model for the MSY Solution to Fish Harvesting Problem

GAMSOutput
GAMSlnput
effort level (e) = 4.000 for periods 1-50
1 Sets i periods /1 *501;
harvest yield (h) = 0.500 for periods 1-50
2 Parameters t(i) time index;
stock (S) = 2.500 for periods 1-50
3 Scalar u; u=O; Loop(i, u=u+ 1; t(i)=U;);
net benefit = 18.541
4 Scalar k carrying capacity lSI;
5 Scalar r intrinsic growth rate of fish 10AI ;
6 Scalar q "catchability coefficient" 10.05/;
7 Scalar p biomass per-unit price lS I;
8 Scalar a marginal cost of effort 10.21;
9 Variables
10 h( i) harvest quantities per period,
11 e( i) effort level per period,
12 SCi) stock level per period,
13 nb net present value;
14 Equations
15 netben defme objective function,
16 focs(i) first-order conditions for effort,
17 harv(i) harvest equation,
18 stock(i) stock dynamics;
19 netben .. nb =e= sum(i,(p*q*e(i)*k)-((p*(q**2)*k*(e(i)**2))Ir)-(a*e(i));
20 focs(i) .. e(i) =e= g/(2*q);
21 harv(i) .. h(i) =e= q*e(i)*S(i);
22 stock(i) .. SCi) =e= k*(1-(q*e(i))/r);
23 Model fisheries lall!;
24 Solve fisheries using nlp maximizing nb;

Table 2. The Single-Harvest Forestry Problem
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Table 3. The Single-Harvest Forestry Problem with Increasing MHC
Base Marginal Harvest Cost
Incremental Harvest Cost
Planting Cost

0.3
0.0001
1000

Year
Volume of harvest
Discounted Value of timber
undiscounted harvest cost
Discounted harvest cost plus planting cost
Net Benefit

10
694
569.32
208.20
1170.81
-601.4 7

20
1912
1286.72
706.29
1475.31
-188.59

30
3558
1964.27
1747.69
1964.85
-0.58

40
5536
2507.20
3630.51
2644.22
-137.02

Table 4. The Sequential-Harvest Forestry Problem

4-yr harvest cycle
Price
r
MC
plant cost
disc. fact. 1
disc. fact. 2
disc. fact. 3
disc. fact. 4
disc. fact. 5
disc. fact. 6
disc. fact. 7
disc. fact. 8

0.05
0.5
200
0.952381
0.907029
0.863838
0.822702
0.783526
0.746215
0.710681
0.676839

Years
Volume - no replant
Value
Cost
Net Benefit

3
750
647.8782
523.9391
123.9391

4
800
658.162
529.081
129.081

5

6

7

8

500
476.1905
438.0952
38.09524

2
600
544.2177
472.1088
72.10884

Volume - replant end year 4
Value
Cost
Net Benefit

500
476.1905
438.0952
38.0953

600
544.2177
472.1088
72.1089

750
647.8782
523.9391
123.9391

800
658.162
693.6215
-35.4595

500
391.7631
360.422
31.34105

600
447.7292
388.4051
59.32412

750
533.011
431.046
101.965

800
541.4715
435.2762
106.1952

Volume - replant end of year 3
Value
Cost
Net Benefit

500
476.1905
438.0952
38.0953

600
544.2177
472.1088
72.1089

750
647.8782
696.7066
-48.8284

500
411.3512
378.4431
32.9081

600
470.1157
407.8254
62.29033

750
559.6615
452.5983
107.0633

800
568.5451
457.0401
111.505

235.4441

235.2762
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